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Effective pair potential between confined charged colloidal particles
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The pair correlation functiong(r ) between like-charged colloidal particles in quasi-two-dimensional geom-
etries is measured by optical microscopy for a wide range of particle concentrations and various degrees of
confinement. The effective pair potentialu(r ) is obtained by deconvolutingg(r ) via Monte Carlo computer
simulations. Our results confirm the existence of a long-range attractive component ofu(r ) and the appearance
of an extra attractive term under stringent confinement.
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A pair of colloidal particles carrying electric charge of th
same sign, immersed in an electrolyte solution, repel e
other at large distances but they can feel a strong attractio
very short distances in the presence of large electrolyte c
centrations. According to the well established theory dev
oped by Derjaguin, Landau, Verwey, and Overbeek~DLVO!,
the repulsive part is a screened Coulomb-type interact
arising from the electrostatic interaction between the char
particles, with the screening being due to the small io
species in the solution clouding around the particles. T
strong attraction at contact, on the other hand, is due to~in-
duced! dipole-dipole interactions and is referred to as van
Waals interaction. The interplay of these two components
the DLVO pair potential, and their relative strength com
pared with the thermal energykBT, is sufficient to account
for most of the phenomena observed in colloidal dispersi
in the bulk: stability, aggregation, phase transitions, sta
and dynamic structure, etc.@1–3#. However, at variance with
this theory, colloidal particles can experience a long-ran
attractive interaction when they are confined. Observati
of an attractive potential between polystyrene spheres o
ameters;1mm in deionized water confined between tw
parallel charged glass plates have been reported by diffe
groups@4–8#. The attractive minimum of the potential, ha
ing a depth&kBT, is located at a distance between partic
around 1.5–2s, which is large compared with the range
few nanometers of the van der Waals forces. This effec
interparticle potentialu(r ) was obtained by deconvolutin
measured equilibrium properties such as the tw
dimensional~2D! radial distribution function~rdf! g(r ), via
computer simulations or integral equations theories@4,5,7,8#.
Attractive interactions have also been reported to be
served in nonequilibrium measurements of dynamical pr
erties of isolated pairs of particles close to a single wall@6#.
In this case, however, the fluid flow created by one part
moving away from the wall can drag along the other nea
particle@9#. Thus, the determination ofu(r ) in this case is a
more complex matter since it is masked by hydrodynam
interactions~HI!. Although the HI can account, at least pa
tially, for the apparent attraction observed in the nonequi
rium measurements, they cannot explain such observatio
measurements of equilibrium properties. The puzzling ob
vation of attraction between like-charged particles has ra
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a controversy about its origin, and has led to a number
different theories attempting to explain its mechanism
some situations@10–15#. Although various mechanisms hav
been proposed, the actual driving force for the attraction
tween like-charged particles has not been completely ide
fied or it has not been taken into account properly. Thus,
phenomenon has remained elusive to a theoretical expl
tion so far and its existence has been questioned as prob
being an artifact~a projection effect! of the measuring
method. On the other hand, there are also reports of equ
rium properties measured close to a single wall, where
attraction was observed@16#. Thus, the matter of the actua
form and the origin of the effective potential between lik
charged colloidal particles under confinement is still far to
settled, and more theoretical and experimental work
needed to establish the different mechanisms leading to
phenomena observed under confinement, such as the a
tion, and the conditions for them to occur.

In this paper, we report measurements of the effective p
potentialu(r ) between charged colloidal particles in a qua
two-dimensional geometry under various conditions of co
finement. We study aqueous suspensions of sulf
polystyrene spheres of diameters in the micrometer range
The suspension is confined between two charged glass p
separated a distanceh. The 2D-rdfg(r ) of these systems is
measured using digital video microscopy. Assisted by Mo
Carlo computer simulations@7,17#, we determineu(r ) for
different values of,5h/s and various particle concentra
tions. As it is shown here, we found a long-ranged attract
component ofu(r ) in all cases studied in this work, even i
strongly confined systems where projection effects are n
ligible. Thus, we confirm experimentally the existence of t
controversial attractive potential between like-charged p
ticles. Furthermore, we report the appearance of an a
tional attractive region ofu(r ) close to contact that become
apparent under stringent confinement. We also found that
form of u(r ) is strongly dependent on the relative plate
separation.

The systems studied are prepared following a stand
protocol @8#. Briefly, monodisperse water suspensions
sulfate-polystyrene spheres are extensively dialyzed aga
nanopure water to eliminate the surfactant added by
manufacturer. In a clean atmosphere of nitrogen gas, the
©2003 The American Physical Society03-1
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pension of particles of diameters is mixed with a small
amount of larger particles of diameterh. A small volume of
the mixture ('1 m l ) is confined between two clean gla
plates~a slide and a cover slip!, which are uniformly pressed
one against the other until the separation between the p
is h. Thus, the larger particles scattered across the sam
serve as spacers. The system is then sealed with epoxy r
and the species of mobile particles allowed to equilibrate
this confined geometry at room temperature (25.060.1°C).
In our case, the systems are not in contact with ion-excha
resins. Thus, the extension of the double layer in our cas
much more shorter than in other works@16#. We used differ-
ent combinations ofs andh, within range 1 –3mm, attain-
ing values of, between 1.3 and 2.3. The samples are
served from a top view~perpendicular to the walls plane!,
using an optical microscope coupled to standard video eq
ment. Sinceh is comparable tos, there is only little room
for the particles to move in the perpendicular direction a
they remain mostly in the midplane between the glass pla
forming in this way an effective two-dimensional syste
@18#. For each sample sufficient data was gathered to y
smooth g(r ) curves. Normally, 1042105 images ~with a
resolution of 6403480 pixels! were digitized covering a to
tal time 100–1000 times the time decay constant of the
namic correlation functionG(r ,t), which is of the order of
few seconds@7,19#. Particles’x and y coordinates in each
image were determined using the method devised by Cro
and Grier@20#, which allows us to locate the centroid of ea
sphere within a precision of 1/5 pixel (;0.02s). The 2D-rdf
g(r ) is then obtained from the particles positions in ea
frame using standard methods. One should note that the
tancer measured in our experiment is the lateral project
of the actual interparticle distanceR. These two quantities
coincide only when the particles are in the same pla
Clearly, this condition is met by all particles in the field
view in the limit ,→1. Since our systems are not strict
two-dimensional (,.1), the rdf measured in our experime
might contain some projection effects. Here, we report m
surements ofg(r ) for different values of, and particle con-
centration in order to assess such effects that have b
pointed out as a possible source of misleading data inter
tation @21,22#. Our results are presented in the next pa
graphs. We show first the case of strong confinement
later on we present results for less confined systems sim
to those reported in the literature.

Figure 1 shows g(r ) for different values of fa
[pNs2/4A, the particles area fraction, whereN is the aver-
age number of particles in the observed areaA. In curves
a–c, ,51.3, realized withs51.53mm andh51.96mm,
andfa50.035, 0.04, 0.043, respectively. In these cases,
jection effects ong(r ) are negligible as one can see from
simple geometric analysis. For a given value of,, the maxi-
mum deviation ofr from R is e[12r /R512„r 2/@r 21(,
21)2s2#…1/2, obtained in the limiting case of one partic
touching one wall is a distanceR apart from another particle
touching the opposite wall. Since particles are more likely
be around the midplane, the average deviation is in
much less thane. For systemsa–c, we havee;0.04 atr
5s, and decreases for largerr. In curve d, we have,
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51.5, realized withs52.04mm and h53.0 mm, andfa

50.23. Here too, projection, effects are negligible. The rd
shown in Fig. 1 exhibit, as a function offa , an overall
increase of the structure and a similar general behav
namely, one peak close to contact, a second peak atr;1.3
21.5s, and minor oscillations at larger distances. The fi
peak rises very sharply aroundr 5s and its height increase
with fa . The fact that particles are likely to be in contac
but do not aggregate, revels a strong interparticle repuls
rising rapidly asr→s. The second peak, located at a po
tion closer than the lateral mean interparticle distanced
[(p/4fa)1/2s51.8524.7s, is consistent with an effective
interparticle attraction of longer range than the van der Wa
attractive minimum of the DLVO theory.

Clearly, the peculiar behavior ofg(r ) shown in Fig. 1
cannot be explained only in terms of an interparticle inter
tion of the type given by the DLVO theory. In order to ga
some insight on the functional form of the effective intera
tion leading to the equilibrium structure observed in our e
periment, a Monte Carlo computer simulation algorithm f
quasi-two-dimensional geometries, as the one in our exp
ment, was implemented to deconvolute the measured e
librium properties. The interparticle potential is obtained
follows. A trial potential between particlesu0(r )5
2kBT ln g(r), with g(r ) being an experimental rdf at low
concentration, is input in the simulation to get a compu
rdf gMC(r ). The wall-particle interaction is assumed to b
only the excluded volume, which is not a restriction since
repulsive interaction would only renormalize,. The trial
pair potential is tuned up until the computed rdf coincid
with the experimental one. The resulting potential is th
taken as the effective pair potentialu(r ) for the correspond-
ing experimental system. We should emphasize that
method is less susceptible to projection errors onu(r ) than
the strictly 2D deconvolution method used in other wor
@4,5#. Figure 2~a! shows the experimental and simulated rd
for system c in Fig. 1, whereas Fig. 2~b! shows the pair
potentialu(r ) obtained in the way described above. As o
can see here,u(r ) for this system has interesting feature
namely, two attractive regions separated by barrier pot

FIG. 1. Radial distribution function of quasi-two-dimension
colloidal suspensions measured by optical microscopy.
3-2
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tials. The attractive region close to contact is responsible
the peak atr's for dilute systems, and the other attracti
region for the peak atr;1.4s. The latter is the long-range
attractive potential previously reported by different grou
and the origin of the controversy mentioned in the introd
tion.

A relevant question at this point is whether thisu(r ) pro-
vides a realistic representation of the actual effective in
particle interaction, and therefore it can predict the struct
of other systems under similar conditions. To answer t
question,u(r ) in Fig. 2~b! was used in the MC algorithm to
compute the structure of a set of systems at fixed,51.3 and
different values of the particles area fractionfa . Our results
are shown in Fig. 3~a!. As one can see here, the comput
rdf’s exhibit the same characteristics of the experimental s
tems shown in Fig. 1, namely, they have a peak close
contact whose height increases withfa , and a second pea
at r;1.4s. The former becomes the dominant peak at la
fa . This qualitative prediction provides already an indic
tion that the form ofu(r ) is physically meaningful. How-
ever, a more direct test of the predictive capability ofu(r ) is
shown in Figs. 3~b! and 3~c!. Here, experimental~circles!
and computed~dotted lines! correlation functions are com
pared for two concentrated systems similar to samplec in
Fig. 1, but withs52.04mm andh53.0 mm (,;1.5). Ac-
tually, one of them is sampled in Fig. 1. From these figures

FIG. 2. ~a! Measured and computed radial distribution functio
for systemc in Fig. 1. ~b! Effective pair potential.

FIG. 3. ~a! gMC(r ) vs fa , computed usingu(r ) in Fig. 2~b!. ~b!
and ~c! Comparison of computedg(r ) with measuredg(r ).
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we see thatu(r ) is in fact capable of predicting correctly th
trends and the shape of the structure of systems prepared
different regime of concentrations and for different values
s and h, but similar ,. The excellent agreement betwee
measured and computed rdf’s shows that the prediction
this pair potential are both qualitatively and quantitative
accurate. Then, these results indicate thatu(r ) contains the
essential features of the real pair potential for these exp
mental conditions. The functional form used to fit the pote
tial used in the simulations was

u~r !5A1 exp@2A2~r 21!#1B1 exp@2B2~r 21!#/r

2C1 exp@2~r 21!2/C2#2D1 exp@2~r 2D2!2/D3#

1E1 exp@2~r 2E2!2/E3#.

The first term of this potential mimics the hard-core intera
tion. The second term is a repulsive DLVO-type contrib
tion. The third term allows us to reproduce the sharp pe
exhibited by the experimentalg(r ) close to contact. The
fourth and fifth terms were used to adjust the positions a
shapes of the main peak and its following minimum, resp
tively.

A complementary picture emerges when the plates’ se
ration is varied. In this case,u(r ) in Fig. 2~b! is unable to
reproduce the trends of the structure as a function of, ~data
not shown!. This indicates that the effective pair potenti
between particles is modified when, is varied. To quantify
the extent of such changes, we measuredg(r ) for several
systems at different separations and concentrations. A
wards, the effective pair potential for each of those syste
was obtained by MC simulations, using the functional fo
proposed above. The results for two systems at similar c
centrations but different values of, are shown in Fig. 4.
Symbols represent the experimental data and lines the s
lations. One should note that, in these cases, we recove
shape ofg(r ) @and u(r )] already reported in the literatur
@4,5,7,8# since g(r ) smooths aroundr 5s as , increases.
The insets show the corresponding effective potentials
quired to reproduce the experimental rdf’s. Comparingu(r )
in Figs. 2 and 4, one can see that the effective pair poten
is highly sensitive to the relative plates’ separation,.

From our experimental results forg(r ), which cover a
wide range of concentrations and confining conditions, i
possible to extract some physical characteristics of the ef

FIG. 4. Measured and computed rdf’s for,51.8 ~a! and ,
52.3 ~b!. The insets show the corresponding pair potentials.
3-3
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tive interparticle potential in quasi-two-dimensional geo
etries. First of all, we stress the fact that in all cases repo
here, and others not shown,g(r ) was found to exhibit con-
sistently a peak located at a distance closer than the m
interparticle distance. This confirms the existence of a lo
ranged attractive component of the effective pair poten
between like-charged particles with a depth of the order
the thermal energy. In extreme confining conditions an ad
tional feature appears, namely, an attractive component c
to contact. The plausibility of such effective interparticle i
teraction was tested by comparing its predictions with
perimental results obtained in different experimental
gimes. Comparison ofu(r ) in Figs. 2 and 4 shows that th
interparticle interaction can be quite sensitive to the con
ing conditions. Although our experimental system does
allow us to vary, continuously, Figs. 2 and 4 clearly illus
trate the trends and the magnitude of the changes inu(r ) as
, is varied in the range of interest. At low,, there are two
attractive regions. The one close to contact, which is repo
here, is probably diminished as the relative plates separa
gets longer. When, is large (;2), projection effects in-
crease aroundr 5s, and mask the actual form ofu(r ) in that
region. Thus, we cannot follow correctly the evolution
-

nd
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u(r ) close to contact for large,. On the other hand, the
effect of increasing, on the long-range attractive compone
is that it gets deeper and its location shifted toward lar
values ofr. One should note that the functional form ofu(r )
used in the MC simulations is just a working function. Th
only component with known physical meaning is the Yuka
term, which represents the repulsive term of the DLVO p
potential. The attraction close to contact could be a modifi
van der Waals interaction. The other terms are modeled
Gaussian functions for convenience, but they could be m
eled in other ways. We do not provide here an explanation
the physical grounds ofu(r ) and its different components
This is still an open question. However, we provide a s
tematic experimental study of the behavior ofu(r ) in quasi-
two-dimensional geometries which can guide future theo
ical developments.
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